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Introduction 
Tlw up-Io-date archit(,ctural creation increasingly relies on colour as 
a means of (,xpre5sitHl. Pra<"liealIy, colour of Imil t "pace surfaces, their overall 
harmony deeidedly affect the spac0 sensation. S,'n,ral sciences such as physiol-
ogy, sociology are concerned with the effect of colour on man. Other sciences 
,mch as physics, aesthetics assoeiated with the former ones try to establish 
tht' laws of colour harmony raised by simultanpous colour sensations. Aspects 
in the relcyant literature are rather heterogeneous, the prohl(,ms are approached 
unilaterally, with a ratllPr scant knowledge of problems and methods of other 
field",. No common theor('ti("al hasis has heen dcyeloped so far for a uniform 
approach to the prohlems of what is the role of colour in the architectural 
space, and hO"lv colour compositions affect the space sensation - hut the 
theory of architecture is expected to do it. 
1. Development of the concept of colour harmony 
In fact, what is the reason of the harmony between colours? How colours 
frlt to he harmonic are related? What is the purport of the concept of harmony? 
Its determination has often heen attempted since the mid-18th century, giving 
rise to seyeral theories Oil colour harmony, hased essentially on three, hasically 
different fundamental ideas. 
The first group of theories on harmony attempted to explain colour 
harmony from the mechanism of vision. In the second half of the 18th century, 
such long known ohservations have heen proven experimentally that e.g. 
looking for a long time at a green surface results in a red after-image. After-im-
ages were ohserved to he always the complementary colour. This phenomenon 
of the so-called successive contrast gave rise to seyeral theories of colour har-
mony stating that the eye automatically endeayours to halance colour effects. 
RlI mford* * was the first to define harmony as equilihrium between psycho-phys-
* Abridged text of the Candidate's 'Thesis by the Author. 
** His theory dates from 1797, referred to by BEAUDEKEAU [1]. 
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ical forces. He also stat<.'d harmonizing colours to he always complementary 
and to give gray altogether. This statement has heell explained hy HERING as 
follows: "The medium or natural gray corresponds to that state of the vision 
substance where dissimilation i.e. consumption by vision, and assimilation 
i.e. recovery arc equal so that the mass of the agent ("isual purple) remains 
constant. This means that medium gray creates perfect equilibrium in the 
eye" [2]. Complementary colours would create this state of equilihrium. 
These statements are on the hasis of the much quoted theories of GOETHEan 
totality [3] and SCHOPE::<lL\.UEH'" duality [.1], thcorips surviving, "with tllP 
intermediary of HOELZEL [5], in the art theoretician works by KA::<DI:"SKY 
[6], KLEE [7], lTTEN [3], ALBEHS [9], l\-IOIlOLY-l'l"AGY [10], still influellcing 
any theoretical and practical aeth'ity having to do "with eolours. 
The helit'f in the fundallH'ntality of relations IJet,n'(~n hues of harmoniz-
ing eolours from tlt<: aspect of harmony has heen "hatterf;d hy KUAIVKOY',; 
eo lour eontrast experiments [ll]. It hpeame eertain that although relations 
hetween hues of harmonizing eolours havc some effect on the development 
of harmony, they cannot simply llc (leduced from psycho-physical laws of 
eolour vision. 
These recognizances underlaifl thc NIllnsell eolour sample surveys by 
l\-IooN and SPEl'\CEU [12] helping to statistically settle harmony laws between 
hues. 
These surveys as well as recent Japanese tests [13] permit the statement 
that the harmony bet"ween colours of a colour composition also depends on a 
regular relation bet"ween eolour hues, simply settled by statistical surveys. 
Actually, these harmony theories have delineated the role of different 
hues inside the harmonic eomposition, hut failed to scientifieally support 
concrete statements on thc eoncepts of triadic and tetradic harmony, ho"'wever 
often they occur in the special literature. 
Textile dyers, printers observed* very fine, harmonic colour compositions 
to result from mixing a eolour with white, gray or black in different propor-
tions. Artist painters kept in secret to break each colour of their painting by 
some eolour at different rates forwarding harmonic unity het"ween colours 
of the painting. Both procedures relied on the observation that colours uni-
formly varying in saturation or brightness hence constituting a scale seem 
as harmonic. This observation is underlying the second group of harmony 
theories. 
Already RUNGE [14] considered the ordering of colours in a scale to 
be the law of harmony. OSTWALD [15] and PLOCHERE [16] were the first to 
'" Ohservations underlving the 1730 colour collection of Le Blond. engraver in Francfort. 
and the atlas of Galltier, printer ~of Paris. Saturated colours as well as tilOs~ mixed with white: 
gray and black have been systematized by lHoses Harris in ":\atural System of Colours", 
1766. 
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determine ordering into a scale hy writing relations between saturations and 
brightnesses. Scale memhers 'were described hy Ostwald as additive, and by 
Plochere as subtractive colour mixing components. In this theory of harmony, 
Ostwald stated: "In order to find all possible harmonies, the feasible orders 
in the colour solid have to be found. The simpler this order, the clearer and the 
more self-intended the harmony. There are two fundamental orders such as 
that in the colour circle of identical -values, * and in the triangle of identical 
hues."'"''' 
This latter statement by Ostzvald expresses the dependence of harmony 
on the even -variation of saturation and brightness. 
To determine the rate of even -variation, the theory of harmony by 
Pfeiffer (17) starts from the acoustic meaning of the adjective "harmonic" 
namely that three main tones of a -vibrating ehord, do, mi and sol, are in a 
proportion so that mi is a harmonic mean het'ween do and sol. ROSEl'THIEL 
[18] and FECHNER [19] empirieally stated inter-vals of the logarithmic brightness 
scale*** to be harmonically related, thus, harmony scales are logarithmic. 
Little attention was paid to the graduated variation of saturation. 
Recently, se-veral attempts ha-ve heen made to determine intervals 
between the scale memhers. DIM:lIHCK [20] and BORING [21] settled the mini-
mum intervals, stating that below a given interval, there is no possihility of 
harmony. MOON and SPENCER [22] found this interval to be different for differ-
ent hues. Tests by MORI and al. in Japan [23] made to support and investi-
gate this statement have found agreement 'with earlier tests by KATZ [24] 
on hrightness intervals, as well as with tests by GELB and GRA:::"i"IT [25J. 
HESSELGREN [26] termed preferential interval this harmony-bearing interval 
hetween brightnesses, depending on the hue. Also earlier research hy CHANDLER 
[27] laid the foundation of this statement. 
Thereby it became clear that brightnesses of harmonizing colours make 
up a scale hut saturations raised doubts. Neither was it decided whether hue 
relations e.g. complemcntarity or scale order of brightness and saturation 
are the more important for creating harmony. Furthermore, description of 
the scale order by colour symbols remained a problem, since plainly, this is 
only possible in an aesthetically uniform colour space, not identical to a colour 
space felt to be even. The Author has determined [28] the concept of aesthetic-
ally uniform colour space, then outlined the difference hetween the COLOROID 
colour space meeting this concept, and other colour spaces felt to be even. 
Early in the 18th century, the idea emerged [29] that colour harmony is 
peculiar to age and people, hased on the observation of colour compositions 
* Ostwald called value identity a colour circle of colours of equal brightness. 
** Ostwald called triangle of value identity the axial section of his colour solid. 
*** Pfeiffer found both the golden scale and the logarithmic scale convenient for 
creating harmonic colour compositions. 
6 Periodica Polytechnic a Arch. 24/1-2, 1980. 
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of a character differing in each age. Different colour harmonies could be ob-
served on costumes of different peoples, on pictures by different painters; 
young like other colour compositions than aged, that what is harmonic for 
one may be not for the other. These observations have led to the conclusion 
that colour harmony is a problem to be decided hy statistic surveys, adopted 
also hy researchers in the third group of colour harmony theories. 
Statistic surveys at a scientific level on colour combinations fclt to he 
harmonic have first heen made by the end of the past century, the best known 
being those by AARS [30] and CORN [31], starting from the statement that 
harmony is decided by liking or unliking alone. Later DASRIELL [32] started 
from the same point, with the restriction of insisting on the selection hetween 
hues. ALLEN and G1jILFORD [33] stressed the role of brightness in harmonic 
selections. 
ALLESCR [34] periodically repeated his tests with the same suhjects, 
concluding that the harmony has no constant laws but these vary from time 
to time, or even with the environment. Later he observed some hue relations 
to have more aesthetic purport than others. This observation deflected his 
research towards seeking for ohjective la"ws of harmony. Similar conclusions 
were drawn hy JASTROW [35J experimenting with visitors of the Columhia 
World Fair. Some colour compositions were stated to be preferred to others. 
Primarily, compositions from polar colour series mixed from the principal 
colours were found to he harmonic. Recently, GRANGER [36], RABATE [37], 
DUMARES [38], DERIBERE [39] experimented with harmony diadic and harmo-
ny triadic preferences, unfortunately, with no more useful results than their 
forerunners, publishing contradictory statements. This trend of harmony 
research was doomed to failure, there heing too many variations of the several 
millions of distinct colours to havc preferences mapped by however systemat-
ic test series. 
Various attempts to define colour harmony made it clear that it has to 
he handled as a complex evaluation partly depcnding on colour sensation rela-
tions due to colour impulses, partly on psychical, age, cultural, social etc. 
features of the subject, and partly, on the surrounding of the colour composi-
tion such as illumination, texture, material, spatial position and functionality. 
BIRKROFF [40] and EYSENCK [41] were the first tu attempt formulatioIl of 
complexity elements in colour harmony. 
To now, no theory of colour harmony likely to examine components of 
the evolution of harmony sensation hy a uniform approach evolved. Even the 
latest works consider the problem from the viewpoint of a single component, 
with absolute priority, ignoring the significance of complexity, namely to 
include the possihility of the colour and the architectural space to he related 
so as to create harmony. 
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2. The effect of colour in space sensation 
Space sensation is a complex process involving several sensory organs, 
the most important being vision, hearing and feeling of motion in space. 
They receive stimuli combining to space stimulus giving rise to space sensation. 
Space stimulus is elicited by commensurable, perceivable objective space 
comprising space element relationships describable by physical magnitude;;;. 
Their respective forms and aspects are mostly perceived through reflection, 
absorption or transmission oflight, one form of radiant energy, from the surface 
of, or through, the element. This radiant energy means visual stimuli of space. 
Assuming space element surfaces to be identical by texture and colour, 
and the incident light to be of the same direction, intensity and spectral 
energy distribution tlll'oughout the space, the yisual stimuli affecting the 
eye create -- because of coyer, line and air perspectiYe, light-shadow effect, 
visual and motional parallaxis, - a space sensation such that its eyen yariation 
is directly related to the uniform variation of the real spac(~. TllP condition of 
identical light means uniform wavelength oflight getting from the surface to 
the eye, hence throughout uniform colour spnsation, and hesides, that in case of 
an identical angle of incidpnce, the ratio of light quantities incident on, and 
reflected by, the surfaces is the samp everywhere. That is, the brightness 
sensation is throughout the same, and besides, a constant ratio of complemen-
tary radiation in the light reflpctecl gets into thp eyp, hence a uniform spnsation 
of saturation arises. 
To examine the importance of colour, let us assume stimuli affecting 
our eyes from real space elenlPnts of dimpnsions, proportions, corrplations such 
that no possibility of cover and interpretation of line perspective relations 
exists, besides, the observer does not move in space, depriving him from the 
help of motion parallaxis laws in space scnsation. With thesc restrictions, 
together with the former ones relating to the light and the colours, the real 
space can only he apprpciated from tIlt' evaluation of colour sensation differ-
ences. 
From the intensity difff'rencps of stimuli getting from space element 
surfaces into the eye, first of all, positioIl in space of the light source can he 
concluded on, then, from surface hue, saturation and brightness differences, 
on the distance betwPt~n the ohst'n't·l' and the spacf~ pjements, hence on the 
space itself. 
It is known by experience [42] that the farther an ohject, the more the 
hue component of tlw colour sensation elicited hy its surface is shifted to short-
er wavelengths, its saturation COmpOIH'nt to neutral colours, and its brightness 
component varies as a function of the two other components and tllP position 
of the light source. This experipnce contrihutes to space sensation hut its sig-
nificance is more proIlotlnc(·d if the formpr (~ondition of identical space colours 
6* 
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is cancelled. In reality, this is nearly always the case. Having space elements 
of different colours prevents the observer from deciding which of the elements 
is the nearer or the farther. Red and orange are felt to be nearer than blue 
or green even if in reality the former are farther. 
Small-scale tests have been made on the influence of colours on space 
elements in different positions and of different dimensions - i.e. of colour 
sensations due to colour stimuli getting from the surfaces to the eye on 
the estimation of' the distance between the observer and the element, i.e. on 
space sensation. Also the dependence of the sensation on real and on relative 
dimensions, on space proportions has been investigated. The most important 
findings have been plotted, without going into test details [43]. 
In the experiments, the modification rate of space sensation has been 
referred to a "standard" space sensation elicited by space elements of given 
spatial position and colour. The modification rate of space sensation has been 
determined to a specially developed psychometric scale, and expressed in 
terms of the increase or decrease of the feeling of distance in a given spatial 
direction, in units called "prospect". Zero points of the psychometric prospect 
scale were set separately in each test and for each colour sensation parameter. 
In different spatial positions, distance feeling modifications for each three 
colour sensation parameters such as hue, saturation and brightness have 
been determined independent of each other. 
Having taken violet marked A-42 in the Coloroid system* as reference 
hue of distance feeling in a room (Fig. I) and therefore attributing it zero pros-
pect value, then prospect values of yellow, orange and red were positive, those 
of blue and green negative. Any surface in the interior was felt to be brought 
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,. Symbol A followed by a number defines a basic hue in the ColoToid colour system. 
of the total of 48. The colours of identical ColoToid hue lie on a radius starting from point C in 
the CIE XYZ diagram. The hue can also be defined as direction tangent of this radius [51]. 
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by orange A-26 the nearest to, and by cool green A-60 the farthest from, the 
observer. This effect is the keenest on side ·walls, especially on that facing the 
observer, and the faintest on the floor. Prospect values in these relationships 
have been plotted as ordinatae, and Coloroid basic hues as abscissae in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. 
Taking saturation of the ceiling colour marked T 60 in the Coloroid 
system* as ref6Tence saturation of distance feeling and assigning it a prospect 
value of zero, surface colours of higher T '-alue i.e. higher saturation have 
negative, and of lower T values, hence lower 8aturation, have positive prospect 
values. The parameter of saturation has the greate8t influence on distance 
feeling on the ceiling, and the least on the floor (Fig. 3). 
In the same room, taking brightness of the wall facing the observer, 
marked V-50 in the Coloroid system * * as reference brightness of distance feeling, 
and assigning it a prospect yalue of zero, then both its decrea8e to V-24 and 
its increase to V-76 reduce the feeling of distance in prospect units, increase or 
decrease beyond these limits cause it to increase. Brightness yariation of the 
other ,",,-all surfaces is less markedly but similarly followed by that of the dis-
tance feeling, at a difference from ceilings and floors, with a minimum distance 
feeling at V-20. The distance feeling is the most affected by the variation of 
the ceiling brightness (Fig. 4). 
* Symbol T followed by a number defines a saturation degree in the Coloroid colour 
system. Neutral colours have a Coloroid saturation of T-O, limit colours have T-lOO. 
** Symbol V followed by a number defines a brightness degree in the Coloroid colour 
system. Absolute white has a brightness of V-lOO, absolute black has V-O. 
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Fig. 4. 
It was interesting to ohserye the real proportions of the real space to 
affect the power of wall colours to modify the distance feeling. The narrower 
the real space, the less tl1(' influence of colours on distance feeling is affected. 
With decreasing spacing between walls, prospect values of modifying the feeling 
of distance uniformly decrease for all three colour parametcrs. 
3. The colour as expression of the space function 
Colour contributes to the deyeloplllent of space sensation also through 
expressing the space function. Function of the built enyironl11ent is based on 
necessity raised to sociallevcl. Within the system of man and elements of his 
environment, structural relations are defined hy complex functions, composed 
by three function types such as utility function, aesthetic function and infor-
mativefunction*. Lct us invcstigate how the colour -both stimulus and sen-
sation - contributes to realize and express thesc functions. 
Environment is space for human activities serving to meet human de-
mands, mostly related to the utility function of enyironment. The huilt environ-
ment is cxpected to protect against ·weather, to support dynamic effects from 
machines, to protect against excessive heat fluctuations, intensive noiscs, 
inherent harms of somc working processes. A recent demand is to be at onc's 
ease in the environment, to cxpand one's bodily and mental abilities. 
Colour is an important factor in mceting these demands. Its psychophysi-
cal and psychosomatic effects may raise blood pressure, change the composition 
"Terms applied in the same meaning a" in [61]. 
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of hlood and gastric juices. A coloured environment may make one healthy 
or sick. In an environment of preferred colours one is better off, one "works 
more willingly. Some colours reinforce the concentration ahility, other colours 
scatter one's attention. 
Just as c,"cry creation, also architcctural spacc and its cvery elcment is 
an unscparablc unity of purport and form. Our environmcnt meets its aesthetic 
function if it cxpresses its utility function in confonnity with the unity of 
purport and form wherc purport is undcrstood as utility function, and form as 
form and colour of surrounding objccts. Practical and mental components 
of function arc interdcpendent. It may cven be said that aesthetic design of 
an objcct or an architectural space is impossible without knowing its function. 
Thus, no generally valid acsthetic prescriptions exist. 
Dcvelopment of colour conditions of the huilt environment also depends 
on thc importance attrihuted to practical functions of the environment for 
the human life. Every work, activity is shaded with feelings, thoughts, ideas 
adhering also to the object, tool or huilt space in proportion of its importance 
or function in one's life. Colours of the architectural space as formal elements 
of the pair of concepts purport and form get their necessity from the expression 
of function, creating in one's consciousness the harmony sensation of un se para hIe 
unity betwcen purport and form. Of course, visual effect of a colour composi-
tion may givc rise to aesthetic pleasure that, however, detached from the 
space purport i.e. function, cannot give a full space sensation. 
Thosc striving to express purport of the architectural space have to know 
relations hetween environment structure, the so-called composition relations 
in order to create formal conditions including those of colour sensations, 
colour harmonies. Thus, also space colour harmonies share space sensation 
forming. 
Infor7llativefllnctions of the environment make destination of the env-iron-
ment and its elements comprehensible to man, just as the ways of utilizing 
and operating thesc elements. Informative functions of the environment are 
mostly borne by colour information, either logical or aesthetic, depending on 
the contained message. Both logical and aesthetic colour information is borne 
by the samc element but to cvery form of message another structure corre-
sponds, peculiar by its visual system, complexity and structuration, as well 
as hy psychical differences of the message. The purport of information is trans-
ferred by stressing, condensing and grouping some visual signals in the space 
or surface hearing the information, omitting others. A group of colours 
may raise attention hy its outstanding arrangement and well readable 
structure. 
Colour information of the logical kind consists of standardized, practical 
codes, strictly appealing to the mind, intended to transfer knowledge, to 
prepare decisions on reccivers' acts, to control then: hehaviour and attitude. 
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Colour information of the aesthetic kind is primarily sentimental, express-
ing inner conditions and intended to impress mentally, sentimentally, based 
on the knowledge of the common meaning. By their operative and fixing func-
tion, visual signals not only carry the meaning of the purport of architectural 
space as a creation, and of its social idea, but also are expressions of the ap-
proach typical of the personality and culture of its designer. Necessarily and 
expediently, colour information appears in the architectural space as colour 
harmony relations, stressing their investigations. 
4. Role of colour harmony ill space art 
Surfaces in the architectural space bear colours of different hues, satura-
tions and brightnesses, hence these colours and the space sensation they raise 
are perceived as a complex, in interaction, rather than one by one. Interaction 
means colour retuning by adaptation or modification of the colour sensation 
due to simultaneous contrast, and especially, that some colours are felt to he 
pleasant, beautiful or harmonic as a complex. No\,,r, the concept of colour 
harmony will he referred to colour sensations, to colours of the architectural 
space. 
The effect of various colour sensations to modify distance feeling or to 
express a function cannot he discussed independent of each other, if not theoret-
ically; in the real space, colour harmony complexes are tools of forming space 
sensation by colour. 
To now, tIlt' theory of architecture did not examine theoretically the 
concept of colour harmony, and this is the first attempt to formulate it. 
5. Purport levels of colour harmony 
Colour harmony sensation IS comp08ed of various components such as 
colours of the complex, the environment bearing these colours, and its relation 
to man living in, and observing colours of, this environment. This relation is 
the more universal, the more the people to whom an identical surrounding 
means identical harmony sensation. According to the degree of generalizabili-
ty of harmony purport following from the relation, various levels of harmony 
purport may be spoken of (Tahle 1). 
Table 1. 
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Three superimposed levels of colour harmony purport have been defined. 
The first level is that of perception, including relationships decisively identical 
for everybody, following, first of all, from the process of colour perception and 
attributable to fundamental psychophysical processes, expressing interactions 
between colour sensations to be described by relations between colour sensation 
parameters. Such are relations between hues, saturations and brightnesses 
of harmonizing colours denoting also the harmony type e.g. complementary 
harmony, group harmony etc. 
Relation of colour complex to man 
The second level of colour harmony purport refers to the effect of the 
perceived colour complex on the mind and body of the observer. A given rela-
tion between colour sensation parameters in a given colour complex does not 
mean a feeling of harmony for every observer, but it depends on the age, 
sex, culture of the observer, as well as on association, and even on psychoso-
matic effects of the colours. 
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Relation of colour complex, man and environment 
Perception of any colour complex and development of the elicited harmony 
feeling much depends on the spatial position of the colours in the complex, 
on the relative size of colour surfaces, on the illumination, on the speetral energy 
distribution in the light source, and also on the environmental function expressed 
hy it, or simply, from the function of the environmcnt hcaring it. These relation:; 
expressing the interaction hctween colour, man and environment are the third 
level of harmony purport. 
6. Parts of the colour harmony purport 
Colour harmony purports helong to different levels and are of differenL 
importance in eliciting the harmony sensation: 
Wavelength 
Colour harmony prescriptions in everyday practicc spell harmony or 
disharmony hetween different hues such as: blue is seldom pleasant with green 
but with yello'w it is mostly a pleasant, harmonic complex. An observation 
in fine arts looking back to thousands of years is that certain hue combinations 
are more aesthetic than others. The harmony hetween colours can primarily 
be expressed hy the relation between characteristic wavelengths of radiations 
eliciting the colour sem:ation, related, in turn, to the mechanism of colour 
sensation, supported also by the latest theories of complementary colours. 
Graduation 
Architects know sincc long that certain proportions hetween spacc 
elements or their parts are more aesthetic than others. Such proportions have 
been deduced in the Antiquity from the Pythagorean golden section. Similarly, 
the most important condition of colour harmony is the proportion hetween 
colour parameters saturation and brightness, graduation hetween colours of a 
complex. 
Scaled is a relation where Coloroid parameters saturation and brightness 
of colours in the complex constitute an evenly increasing or decreasing row. 
Graduation expresses a regular relation hetween colour stimulus and colour 
sensation. For instance, colour sensations in the scale of evenly decreasing 
brightnesses are elicited by quadratically - according to the golden sec-
tion - decreasing colour stimuli. 
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Colour adaptation 
The phenomenon is known hy experience that in a room of pleasant 
coloration at the first glance, after a few minutes, the harmony impression 
turns unplcasant. In other instances, the little pleasant impression of the first 
instant gradually hecomes pleasant. Our eyes get adapted to the colour 
dominating the space, so that the colour surfaces are felt to change compaf{~d 
to those perceived at the first glance. This phenomenon is due to the mechanism 
of colour vision. It arises also in contemplating the colour harmony of a plane 
surface e.g. a painting. The sensing mechanism reacts to the same stimulus hy 
a colour semation modified hy the environment. The rate and direction of 
modification is different in each colour domain. 
Colour constancy 
Development of the feeling of harmony due to the entity of colour sur-
faces of plane composition or of the huilt space is not only due to the harmony 
of visihle colours. Appreciation of a colour cannot he ahstracted from earlier 
colour rememhrances on colour surfaces of given forms. The sensation elicited 
hy the stimulus arriving from the surface to the eye is affected hy the remem-
brance image. Since ,,-e have only rememhrance images from certain, often 
seen colour surfaces, this process affects the feeling of harmony sometimes 
intensively, sometimes only faintly. 
Colour contrast 
Only colour complexes exhihiting contrast in at least one of hue, satu-
ration or brightness parameters of its colours are felt harmonic. Degree and 
kind of the contrast relation affects the sentimental purport of harmony. 
Brightness contrast fits more dynamic and plain statements, saturation and 
hue contrasts may express subtleties, lyric messages. Also surface areas of 
harmonizing colours are in a contrast relation. Less area of vigorous, saturated 
colours is sufficient and necessary to combine in a harmonic unity with hrokcn 
colours in thc space. 
Colour preference 
WaIls of S. Clemente in Rome, murals of Zsigra, or even eloth rcmnants 
from the early Middle Agcs oftcn exhihit a complex from English red, sienna 
and ultramarine colours prcfcrred also in themselves. On the other hand, 
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decorative painting, wall panelling of the baroque cathedral of Papa (Hungary) 
built by Fellner, and especially the frescoes by ltfaulbertsch are based on 
French gray, green of Sevres, rosroside, Vienna yellow and 11fedici blue. These 
colours were preferred both as a complex and in themselves on every construc-
tion of that age. Early Middle Ages preferred other colour harmonies than did 
late baroque, namely saturated, darker, warmer hues, against brighter, broken, 
colder colours. Numerical values of colour parameters testify regular - though 
different - relations to exist between colours in a complex preferred in either 
age. Young prefer colours and harmonies different from those preferred by 
older people. Development of the harmony sensation also depends on the 
preference to colours in the complex. 
Colour association 
A glance to colour complexes may raise sentimental, mental processes. 
A colour complex unambiguously expressing this sentimental purport is felt 
as pleasant, expressive, harmonic. Otherwise no harmony sensation is likely 
to develop. 
Psychosomatic effect 
Reds, oranges enhance blood pressure, yellows the production of gastric 
juices, blues and greens slow down nerval processes. Sensitivities to these and 
other colour effects are different for each individual. Spatial colour complexes 
of some members having adverse biologic effects are felt unpleasant, manifest 
by disliking the complex, stating it to be'disharmonic. In this case, the decision 
leading to an aesthetic judgement has physiologic motivations. 
Spatial position 
Somc colours are not equally preferred on every coloured surface of 
the environment. For instance, light cobalt blue is less pleasant on the floor 
than on the wall, pink is disliked on the ceiling but tolerated as a pullover. It is 
prejudicious for the colour harmony sensation to disregard these experiences 
in surface colouring. 
Expression of the function 
A complex of primrose yellow, cadmium red and mitis green of evenly 
decreasing brightness and saturation is expression of boistrous gaiety. It 
is felt harmonic in a swimming pool, a circus or a night club but disturbing, 
disharmonic in an office, a clinic. Sentimental purport of the colour complex 
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of the space must not contradict its function. If the colour complex expresses 
the space function, the pleasure in recognizing adds to the aesthetics of the 
colour complex. 
Illumination 
Intensity of the harmony sensation also depends on the illumination. 
One and the same coloured surface may seem different under illuminations 
of different intensities, qualities and directions, changes different for each colour, 
hence also their harmony and aesthetics are affected. 
7. Fundamentals of colour harmony sensation 
Five among harmony contents may be considered as fundamental, in 
lack of which no aesthetic content of a colour complex may he spoken of. 
Saturation to brightness relation in the colour complex 
A fundamental condition of colour harmony was experimentally found 
[14] to be an even graduation of colour complex saturations and brightnesses. 
The kind of harmony depends on the kind of graduation. A scale of colours of 
identical brightness and decreasing saturations yields a harmony complex 
suiting subtle messages of somewhat decadent character, exempt of sentimental 
outbursts. Dark varieties suggest decease. Bright varieties had been preferred 
in Classicism. A scale of colours of equal saturations hut decreasing brightness-
es is somewhat coarse but rather dynamic, preferred in our age. Scales of 
brightnesses and saturations varying in the opposite direction are richer than 
the former ones, suiting messages of vigourous, marked saying. In addition to 
these four fundamental graduations, there are so-called limit scales of members 
with different proportions of white and colour content or black and colour 
content. 
Hue relation in the colour complex 
One component of space sensation is the visual aspect of surfaces, decisia 
vely dependent on the hue. Relation between hues in a colour complex deter-
mines the type of colour harmony. Hue sameness, group, complementary, 
triadic and tetradic harmonies may be distinguished. The simplest and most 
frequent harmonies are hue sameness and group harmonies but also comp-
lementarity is of known significance for the harmony sensation. It is superior 
to other hue relations by its aesthetic purport but it is of no special importance 
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among other harmony purports as against long believed. Triadic and tetradic 
relations are of inferior significance than complementarity. Complementary 
harmonies are full of tension. Triadic and tetradic harmonies have less of 
tension but bear richer and complexer messages than do complementarities. 
Contrast relations between colours of (l complex 
Hue, saturation and brightness contrasts are fundamental conditions 
of harmony. Any form of the mentioned graduations includes some or several 
of these contrasts. Besides, also presence of quantity and quality contrasts 
in the harmony complex is of importance. Message of the complex is affected 
by the ratio of surface areas and appearances of the invoh-ed COI01lTS. Sur-
face appearance is meant as lustrous or dull sUl'facc and textul'f'. 
Preference of colours in (l complex 
Preference of a given colour complex is esscntially detf'rmincd by cultural 
sphere, nationality, landscape, sex and age, and to a lcsscr degree, by physical, 
health and mental condition, and hy erudition. 
A esthetic function of a colour complex 
Harmony complex is a product with aesthetic purport, thus, an f'lE'111f'n-
tary artistic creation. If it is the origin of space sensation in an architectural 
space, it has to (~xpress utility and informative functions of spaee and space 
elements. 
3. Accessory conditions of eliciting colour harmony sensation 
Missing conditions do not excludc harmony sensation but their occur-
rence forwards it and cnhanccs aesthetic purport of th(~ eomph'x. Six accE'S-
sory conditiol1s of harmony sensation have heen (letr~rmined. 
Adaptive colour shifting 
Adaptation permits to appreciate identically a harmonic colour complex 
in spite of light conditions varying by intensity during the day. Otherwise no 
harmony complex could he created if not for light conditions at a given instant, 
that would mean impossihility to settle the aesthetic purport. Adaptation 
causes eolollr sensations of yellowish green, orange, red and purple seen for a 
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few minutes to shift towards yellow colour sensation, while green, blueish green 
and violet are shifted towards hlue. Also the sensation of saturation is much 
shifted by adaptation. 
Effect of colour remembrance 
Colour remembrance essentially helps to elicit the phenomenon of 
colour constancy. It corrects the colour of the known formal elements of space, 
and its effect can only he hypassed if the colour in the harmony complex 
much differs fTom that Temembered of. COIOUT haTmony feeling is subject to 
customaryness. The more customary a complex, the more harmonic it is felt 
to be. 
Sentiments bound to in the colour complex 
UndeT otherwise identical conditions, that complex is felt to be the more 
harmonic that contains the sharper outlined sentiments. Colour symhol systems 
of different agrs consisted in harmony Telations inYoh-ing ;;;rntiments. 
Biological and synesthetic effect of the colour complex 
Under otherwise identical conditions, those colour complexes are felt 
the more harmonic that haYe a more favourable biologic effect, as well as those 
likely to elicit the phenomenon of synesthesia connected to one sensory organ, 
usually hearing. 
Spatial position of the colours in the complex 
Harmony sensation also depends on what members of the colour complex 
are horne by horizontal, and what hy vertical surfaces, 1vhat are below or aboye 
the horizon of the olJserver, near to, or far from him. The harmony sensation 
is also affected by the diyisions and configuration of the coloured surface. 
Illumination of the colours in the complex 
Intensification or weakening of illumination affects the impression of 
saturation and may reduce the aesthetic purport of the colour complex. In 
composing a colouT complex to be illuminated by a light source of inteTmittent 
spectrum, the spectral eneTgy distribution of the light source Teckoned with 
in cTeating harmony has to he settled lest the aesthetic purport of the complex 
gets lost. In countel'light oTanges, yellows and reds are felt to be less saturated, 
and so are hlues and greens in full light. Harmony sensation is hest achieyed 
in a huilt: environment of diffllse illumination. 
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9. Experimental definition of the concept of colour harmony 
Within the described system of colour harmony, concrete statements 
should be based on a set of carefully superposed experiments. The number of 
subjects in statistical surveys has to be determined as a function of the funda-
o 
Table 2 
Achieved and suggested studies on the concept of colour harmony 
Fundamental 
research in 
chromatics 
Colour coding 
of visual C 
parameters 
Definition of 
aeothetically 
even colour 
space 
Visualization 
by coding 
Mutual 
convertibility 
to CIE XYZ 
Preliminary 
research 0;1 
harmony 
o 
Appreciation 
of aesthetically 
even scale 
o 
Development 
of a colour 
preference 
index system 
x 
Systematization 
of 
psychosomatic 
effects 
x 
Development 
of a prospect 
system of 
space sensation 
modification 
o Completed research 
X Research under way 
+ Research started 
Study of 
harmony 
conditions 
o 
Appreciation 
of hue 
0 
Appreciation 
of graduation 
x 
Appreciation 
of contrasting 
effects 
0 
Appreciation 
of preferences 
, ,. 
Appreciation 
of the 
expression 
of function 
Study of 
accessory 
conditio~s of 
harmony 
Appreciation of 
adaptive 
shifting 
Appreciation of 
colour 
constancy 
Appreciation of 
association 
Appreciation of 
psychosomatic 
purport 
x 
Appreciation of 
spatial position 
,. 
Appreciation of 
illumination 
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mentality of the given relationship. Low-suhjt;et-numher test results are unfit 
to establish exaet relationships. 
Suggestions for experimentally defining tlw concept of colour harmony 
haye heen compiled in Table 2, indicating fields where tests have heen made 
hy the Author. 
As primary, fundamental step of colour harmony researeh, a system of 
colour coding seemed to he necessary with eodes expressing three parameters 
of vision, with an aesthetically even colour space, besides, its codes fit visualiz-
ing the colour and can he translated to the CIE XYZ system. The developed 
colour eoding system is called COLOROID [45 through 52]. 
Once a colour code system is available, further research is needed for 
founding the colour harmony examinations. Concrete tests are needed to proye 
the truth of published suggestions on whether harmony sensation depe~ds on 
the felt or on the aesthctieal e,-enness of interyals hetween saturations and 
brightnesses of colours in the harmony complex? Whether the colour system 
COLOROID is up to expectations or not? Fundamental research would include 
deyelopment of numerical relation systems hetween colour, man and environ-
ment such as those of colour preference, colour association, psychosomatic 
effects, space sensation modification. The system of colour preferences is felt 
to he the most important. 
The Author made tests in each field of fundamental research [53 through 
56]. Those on the aesthetically even colour space and on the development of a 
colour preference index system have heen completed. Partial results are available 
on the development of a colour association system and on the prospect system of 
space sensation modification. Development of a system of psychosomatic effects 
has heen started, with little partial result. 
Colour harmony research in the strict sense of the world means study of 
hasic conditions of colour harmonies, with a special stress on the importance 
of hue, graduation and preference for the harmony sensation. It is hy no chance 
that researchers have spent most of their energies and discussions on tIlt' 
study of these three fundamental conditions, and so did the Author. 
Summary 
Mter having outlinpd the concept of colour harmony, the effect :;[ colour in space 
~ensation and in expre;;5ing the space function is described. Colour harmony is a factor of 
space art. The concept of colour harmony has several levels and parts, the sensation of colour 
harmony is bound to fundamental and accessory conditions. Experimental determination of 
the colonr harmony purport is suggested, recapitulatil!g tht' relevHut al'ti\'ities hy the Author. 
7 Periodica Polytechnic, Arch. 2·1/1-·2, 1980. 
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